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Report on Soft Skill Training
First Visit:
NSS unit, MVJCE had scheduled our visit to Sri Sai Krupa Charitable trust, KR Puram, in which
40 orphan Children reside. We offer them Soft skill training on regular basis every Saturday
between 1 pm to 4 pm. Each week two groups consisting of 5 members will be visiting the
orphanage. Each group will focus on one subject to teach, also will take the responsible to
complete the task and ensure they render good educational service to kids.
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Spoken english
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Computer Fundamentals
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Shojin R
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ML

Anshuram

ME

EEE

We visited the Orphanage today at 1:30 pm (13/02/16).
As planed two teams consisting of 5 Volunteers each along with one NSS program officer visited
the Orphanage. Today we started with English learning activity and later continued with Art &
craft work. It was very good learning experience for both those kids and also our volunteers.
NSS Unit- MVJCE likes to thank the Orphanage staff for their support and also its volunteers for
their efforts in making the program successful.
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Our Second session of Soft skill training program at Sri Sai Krupa Charitable Trust was
conducted on 21/02/16 at 1:30 pm by NSS Volunteers MVJCE.
As planed two teams consisting of 5 Volunteers each along with one NSS program officer visited
the Orphanage.
Team Minion, dedicated to teach soft skills on English aspects started the day with few activities
like English Interaction , Story Telling, Rhymes and other activity Based learning.
Team Colours, dedicated to teach soft skills on craft making made wall hangings out of ice cream
sticks, Made pen stand out of ice cream sticks and small kids drew India map coloured it.
The children were very adoring and had excellent learning potentials. All our volunteers were
joyful to teach the kids. As usual the Orphanage Staffs gave us full support, NSS unit convey our
thankfulness for the same to all the staffs. We NSS Unit thank our management for the
encouragement that we are being receiving in organizing our programs.
Photos of the Session:

Picture of team minion, English learning Activity

Team Colour, making Craft works
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Our Third Visit on 21/02/16 at 1:30 pm.
It is our third visit the kids welcomed us like their relatives. They looked so happy when they
saw us. They cheered happily and welcomed us with opened arms.
As soon as we volenteers entered the orphanage a 2 year old kid named suriyaopened the gate
for us it was very surprising to see the such a small kid doing it. As we entered inside the kids
were happy to visit us after the first session of soft skill training. We stared with craft works, the
children were taughtcard making and colageusing colour papers for age group of 2 to 10 yr old
kids. And 12 to 15 yrold kids were taught to make pen stand and wall hangings using ice cream
sticks and colouring them beautifully. Also when the kids were asked draw their own creative
sketches, they were brilliant in their sketches as they drew India coloured map, picture of God sai
baba and few cartoons. By the end of the session all the children were distributed chocolates
bought by few us students personally.
The Orphanage staff conveyed their thanks to program officer, NSS unit. They also added saying,
children got good opportunity as they were able to learn things and indulge in extra activities as
we started visiting the place regularly. Unlike other visitors hope we the NSS volunteers doing
good service very efficiently in terms of time and cash spent.
The children were very talented and we’re keen learn new things. All our volunteers spent good
time in teaching the kids. As usual the Orphanage Staffs gave us full support, NSS unit convey our
gratitude for the same to all the staffs.
We had a lot of fun and the children enjoyed themselves very well. They seemed to have a nice
time with us.
Photos of third Session.
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Team Colour, making Craft works
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Report about the fundamentals of computer
Visit 4

The NSS unit of MVJCE has planned to conduct various soft skill class for the
students in the orphanage of Sri Sai Krupa Charitable Trust, K R Puram. Among
various classes one is Fundamentals of Computers by the team Marines led by
Shojin.R on 2nd April 2015. The class started at 2 pm. Around 35 students attended
the class. The class start with the introduction of computers, in this session we
explained about the computer system , parts of computer, input and output devices
etc…pictures of various parts of computer also presented to them for their
understanding purposes. This session continued till 3 pm.The 2 nd session started with
teaching the software MS paint. In this session the students are divided into 3 groups
and conduct the class. Students are very much interested in doing it. We explained
about it for 15 minutes and the remaining time was given for their practical in which,
students tried to draw various landscapes. The class winded up at 4pm. It was very
enjoyable and useful for them.
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Our students are continued their visit and rendered their service on 9 th April and will
continue in future as scheduled above.

